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Abstract 

This paper aims to study auto-hyponymy and auto-tro-

ponymy relations (or vertical polysemy) in 11 word-

nets uploaded into the new Open Multilingual Wordnet 

(OMW) webpage. We investigate how vertical poly-

semy forms polysemy structures (or sense clusters) in 

semantic hierarchies of the wordnets.  Our main results 

and discoveries are new polysemy structures that have 

not previously been associated with vertical polysemy, 

along with some inconsistencies of semantic relations 

analysis in the studied wordnets, which should not be 

there. 

     In the case study, we turn attention to polysemy 

structures in the Estonian Wordnet (version 2.2.0), an-

alyzing them and giving the lexicographers comments. 

In addition, we describe the detection algorithm of pol-

ysemy structures and an overview of the state of poly-

semy structures in 11 wordnets. 

 

1 Introduction 

The advantages of wordnet (Fellbaum, 1998) 

come from its specific design. On the one hand, it 

is a machine-readable dictionary, with definitions 

and examples of concepts, but on the other, a net-

work of concepts in semantic relations (Fellbaum, 

1998). This kind of resource makes it easy to fig-

ure out how close or far concepts are semantically 

from each other (semantic distance). Similarly, we 

can find the sub-concepts, super-concepts or syn-

onyms of a given term. Wordnet offers a lexical-

semantic background knowledge base for solving 

various NLP tasks, in particular for tasks that re-

quire semantic analysis. 

However, one of the problems that can make 

wordnet usage difficult is the lexical polysemy in 

its semantic hierarchies (Freihat, Giunchiglia, & 

Dutta, 2013; Mihalcea, 2003). Furthermore, the 

problem is even more acute in the cases of poly-

semy where the context of two or more lemmas 

with the same spelling in a semantic network is 

barely distinguishable. The emergence of such a 

situation is facilitated by auto-hyponymy and 

auto-troponymy (Fellbaum, 2002), which fall 

within the definition of vertical polysemy (Ko-

skela, 2011). 

Auto-hyponymy and auto-troponymy in se-

mantic hierarchies of wordnet have already been 

studied mainly as a criterion for grouping mean-

ings of words (Pociello, Agirre, & Aldezabal, 

2011; Pedersen, Agirrezabal, Nimb, Olsen, & 

Rørmann, 2018), but also for reducing polysemy 

(i.e. reducing the number of terms for their coarser 

distinction) (Mihalcea, 2003). In this paper, how-

ever, we are going to look at the possible substruc-

tures of semantic hierarchies that can only be 

formed by vertical polysemy. 

We discovered that polysemy structures caused 

by vertical polysemy help us identify both the pre-

viously handled basic polysemy structures, such 

as chain and triangle (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & 

Chu-Ren, 2002), but also those that have not pre-

viously been associated with vertical polysemy. 

By studying such polysemy structures, we also 

were led to cycles and structures containing up to 

20 vertical polysemy cases, which we judge are 

likely to be errors. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

gives the theoretical background to understand the 

main body of the article. Next, Section 3 is dedi-

cates to the overview of polysemy structures from 

the perspective of previous work. Section 4 de-

scribes the algorithm to detect specific polysemy 

structures from wordnet semantic hierarchies. 

Section 5 focuses on the case study of Estonian 

Wordnet. Section 6 gives an overview of the 11 

wordnets uploaded to the OMW environment. 
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Section 7 concludes the paper and presents future 

work. 

2 Theoretical background 

This section aims to give some understanding of 

the theoretical basis of the discussed topic. Here 

we define the concept of polysemy and provide an 

overview of different polysemy structures. 

2.1 Lexical ambiguity: polysemy and ho-

monymy 

We define polysemy to be a specific type of lexi-

cal ambiguity where a word or phrase has multiple 

semantically related meanings (Langemets, 

2009). That is to say, they share the same etymol-

ogy. Every polysemous word or phrase falls into 

one of three polysemy sub-categories: metonymy, 

specialization polysemy, or metaphors (Freihat, 

Giunchiglia, & Dutta, 2013).  

In the case of metonymy, the polysemous word 

chicken can be as a domestic fowl or food.  

A specialization polysemy example is the word 

programming where its narrow meaning is coding 

but in a broader meaning, it involves many actions 

like inventing and analyzing the algorithm, cod-

ing and testing the code. 

In the case of metaphors, the polysemous word 

parasite can be an animal or a plant but also a 

person. 

Beside the polysemy, another type of lexical 

ambiguity is homonymy. This concept differs 

from polysemy in that the meanings of a word or 

phrase are unrelated. In other words, they do not 

share the same etymology. For example, the ho-

monymous word bank can be a financial institu-

tion or edge of a river (Jia-Fei, 2015).  

Sometimes different authors refer to homon-

ymy as contrastive polysemy and polysemy as 

complimentary polysemy (Weinreich, 1964) and 

(Freihat, Giunchiglia, & Dutta, 2013), with poly-

semy being used for both. 

As stated, in the case of homonymy, the mean-

ings of a word are unrelated. It implies that ho-

monymous words do not form specific structures 

in wordnet hierarchies. For that reason, homony-

mous relationships remain out of our scope for 

further investigation. 

                                                 
1 PrWN (Princeton WordNet)  

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 

2.2 Polysemy structures 

Depending on how polysemy may form substruc-

tures in wordnet hierarchies, we divide polysemy 

structures into three categories (Figures 1-3):  

1. Polysemous words in synonym sets have IS-

A or MANNER-OF relationship (Figure 1). 

2. Multiple inheritance cases in IS-A or MAN-

NER-OF hierarchies. Cases where one synon-

ymous set as child has at least two parents. By 

the Figure 2, it is important to emphasize that 

here a sub-term (“milk”) has two meanings 

that come from its parents (“dairy product” 

and “beverage”). 
3. Polysemous words in IS-A or MANNER-OF 

hierarchies are not connected. That is to say, 

meanings of the words are related but not re-

lated in the hierarchical structure (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 1: IS-A relationship between polysemous 

words. The example originates from PrWN 3.11 

 
Figure 2: A multiple inheritance case. The example 

originates from PrWN 3.1 

 
Figure 3: Not directly related polysemous words. The 

example has translated words and originates from 

EstWN 2.2.02 

Examples of the second (Figure 2) and third (Fig-

ure 3) categories are deliberately chosen to point 

to another important aspect – different wordnet 

developers can place different meanings of a word 

differently in the wordnet hierarchy. Furthermore, 

there are no clear guidelines on how to organize 

2 EstWN (Estonian Wordnet) 

https://teksaurus.keeleressursid.ee/ 
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polysemous words in the wordnet hierarchy 

(Verdezoto & Vieu, 2011). 

2.3 Vertical polysemy 

In this paper, we study only polysemy structures 

caused by “IS-A” (in the case of noun hierarchy) 

or MANNER-OF (in the case on verb hierarchies) 

relationships between polysemous words. 

A more appropriate term for describing such 

a case is auto-hyponymy (in noun hierarchies) or 

auto-troponymy (Fellbaum, 2002) and more 

generally speaking vertical polysemy (Koskela, 

2011). Auto-hyponymy (also auto-troponymy) is 

a subset of the hyponymy (troponymy) relation 

where the superordinate and subordinate synonym 

sets contain same term (word) as shown in Figure 

1. (Koskela, 2011) referring to (Horn, 1984) who 

says “auto-hyponymy, alludes to the fact that a 

vertically polysemous word is effectively its own 

hyponym.” Thus notions of auto-hyponymy (also 

auto-troponymy) and vertical polysemy are very 

tightly related and are used here as synonyms. 

However, as referred by (Koskela, 2011) in the case 

of vertical polysemy, a polysemous word “with a 

broader and a narrower sense” can “occupy differ-

ent levels in a taxonomic hierarchy”. That is to 

say, that there may be not only a parent-child re-

lationship between the polysemic words, but also 

the relationship of the grandparent-grandchild. 

However, in our work only parent-child relation-

ship is considered. 

3 Previous work: overview of polysemy 

structures 

Previous work in relation to auto-hyponymy (also 

auto-troponymy) involves finding sense clusters 

of polysemous words (Peters, Peters, & Vossen, 

1998) (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 2002) 

and reducing polysemy structures in wordnet se-

mantic hierarchies to transform its term (word) 

senses from fine-grained to coarse-grained ones 

(Mihalcea, 2003). 

The nearest work for our approach is (Jen-Yi, 

Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 2002). The authors’ 

broader goal was to create a bilingual network for 

Chinese and English, exploring the hierarchies of 

verbs, since there is approximately twice as much 

polysemy among the verbs as among the nouns. 

They aimed to find semantic patterns, hoping that 

these are helpful in multilingual information re-

trieval task. In their work, they distinguish five 

types of patterns calling them specifically the 
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sense clusters of polysemous verbs or polysemic 

patterns. Very generally, these patterns take into 

account cases where two or more synonym sets 

contain the same term in their sets and are tightly 

related to each other in the semantic structure. The 

names of these patterns are sisters, twins, child, 

chain and triangle. Next, we describe each one of 

them shortly (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 

2002). 

3.1 Sense clusters of the polysemous words 

Even though (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 

2002) work focuses only on verb sense clusters we 

represent examples from both verb and noun hier-

archies. That is to say, all of these specific exam-

ples are about IS-A/MANNER-OF relations and 

have been extracted from Princeton WordNet 3 

noun and verb hierarchies, first published by 

(Lohk, 2015), but are still present there. 

 Sisters are co-hyponym synsets having only 

one common term (Figure 4). Based on verb 

analysis of (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 

2002), sisters is the most frequent pattern 

among the other ones. 

 

 

Figure 4: Polysemic pattern – sisters 

 Twins are co-hyponym synsets having at least 

two common words (Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5: Polysemic pattern – twins 

 Child is the polysemic pattern where the same 

term exists in a synset and its superordinate 

(Figure 6). 

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn


 
Figure 6: Polysemic pattern – child 

 Chain is a polysemic pattern where the same 

term appears sequentially in IS-A/MANNER-

OF chain three or more times (Figure 7). 

Based on (Jen-Yi, Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 

2002) analysis, that pattern appeared the least 

number of times. 

 

 

Figure 7: Polysemic pattern – chain 

 Triangle is a polysemic pattern where the 

same term appears simultaneously in three 

synsets: in two co-hyponym synsets and their 

superordinate (Figure 8). Based on (Jen-Yi, 

Yang, Tseng, & Chu-Ren, 2002) this pattern 

is the second rarest one. 

 

 

Figure 8: Polysemic pattern – triangle 

Auto-troponymy relations characterize the last 

three patterns. That is to say, that verb term (or 

word) has both a more general and more specific 

meaning being simultaneously in troponymy (or 

MANNER-OF) relation(s). Here we state that 

these are polysemy structures caused by vertical 

polysemy. 

4 Description of the algorithm 

In our study, we find both the structures of poly-

semy and the statistics that describe these struc-

tures in one or another aspect. These statisticians 

are general enough not to pay attention to them in 

terms of the algorithm description. Thus, here we 

describe the only algorithm that finds all poly-

semy structures caused by vertical polysemy. 

4.1 Algorithm 

To get better intuition we describe that algorithm 

roughly through three steps: 

Step 1: Separate from wordnet semantical hierar-

chies (IS-A and MANNER-OF) all pairs of senses 

(homographic pairs) with their synset id-s sharing 

the same lemma. 

Step 2: For all pairs find equivalent classes. That 

is to say, find which pairs form connected compo-

nents. 

Step 3: Draw a graph for each connected compo-

nent. 

4.2 An example 

To illustrate that we utilize data from Princeton 

WordNet. In the following example, we have sep-

arated sense pairs about “think” in Step 1. Even 

though Princeton WordNet has 13 “think” verb 

and one noun senses only six of them form pairs. 

 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-631400) 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-741087) 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-741345) 

think-v (eng-691086) | think-v (eng-691551) 

 

In Step 2, we find all connected pairs or connected 

components. As a result, two separate classes 

come up that are used later in separate polysemy 

structures. 

 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-631400) - 1 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-741087) - 1 

think-v (eng-630153) | think-v (eng-741345) - 1 

think-v (eng-691086) | think-v (eng-691551) - 2 

 

In Step 3, we draw for every connected compo-

nent a graph as a picture shown in Figure 9. We 

call these two graphs polysemy structures caused 

by vertical polysemy. 

 



  
 

Figure 9: Two polysemy structures. Example from 

Princeton WordNet. 

5 Case study of Estonian Wordnet 

In this section, we describe one word and its 

senses from the Estonian Wordnet as an example 

of a vertical polysemy structure where it was pos-

sible to revise senses and reduce too fine-grained 

separation of senses. 

5.1 Previous developments 

In recent years, Estonian Wordnet has been 

mainly developed as a resource for NLP tasks. 

While increasing the wordnet’s size also the prob-

lem of too fine-grained sense distinctions is taken 

into account. Different methods have been devel-

oped to reduce fine-grained senses, for example, 

the feedback from computer game Alias (Aller, 

Orav, Vare, & Zupping, 2016) feedback from 

NLP tasks (Kahusk & Vider, 2002) using the set 

of test patterns to validate wordnet’s hierarchies 

(Lohk, Norta, Orav, & Võhandu, 2014) (Lohk, 

2015) and various results from tasks given to stu-

dents. 

In Estonian, for example, every 10th word car-

ries polysemous meanings. In addition, frequent 

words have the tendency of being highly polyse-

mous, for example, aasta ‘year’, asi ‘thing’, 

jooksma ‘run’ etc. Discriminating between word 

senses is a problem in lexicography and it is con-

sidered as one of the hardest tasks.   In wordnet, 

these related polysemous words should be con-

nected via semantic relations. 

5.2 An analysis example of a polysemy struc-

ture  

At this point, we can say that there are 227 cases 

of polysemy structures in EstWN.  

Here we look into one structure as an illustra-

tive example. The word galerii ‘gallery’ in 

EstWN 2.2.0 has 8 different meaning. Five of 

them belong to the same hierarchy (Figure 10) and 

therefore needed attention. As follows, all senses 

of gallery are represented and explained how we 

tried to modify this hierarchy. 

In Estonian 4 senses of the word gallery were 

changed:  

 gallery 3 - narrow open passage on the top 

floor of the gallery house (on the upper 

floors), which is connected with an external 

staircase and is equipped with a balustrade. 

Its synonymous with another synset  arch, ar-

cade, and it was possible to delete gallery 3.  

 gallery 6 - a large, autonomous (connection) 

space in a building, one side of which is de-

signed as arcade or row of windows. We 

changed the hypernym from gallery to space, 

room. 

 gallery 7 - gallery on the sidewalls in the 

church of Byzantine, Roman and Gothic, 

which opens by arcade towards the midnight 

robbery and forms a second high-wall bal-

cony on the arcade. Here we found to be rea-

sonable delete word gallery from synset be-

cause others dictionaries do not show this 

meaning for gallery.  

 gallery 8 - (reception)room connecting the 

rooms in the castles. The hypernym was 

changed to room. 

Other senses were left unchanged: 

 gallery 2 - long, narrow room or covered 

gear. 

Senses which are not covered by the poly-

semy structure but are present in Estonian 

Wordnet: 

 gallery 1 - building for the art collection, es-

pecially for paintings. 

 gallery 4 - pillars in the park (shaped as gal-

lery). 

 gallery 5 - balcony under the ceiling in the 

theatre halls. 

 
Figure 10: Example of polysemy structure in EstWN 



Manual analysis of polysemy structures shows to 

us that generally the differences in nuance are the 

cause of auto-hyponomous polysemy structures in 

wordnets. For example: 

 different function (gallery 5 used for recep-

tions and gallery 8 used for art) 

 different era (i.e gallery 4) 

 different place (gallery 7 as part of theatre) 

 different domain (gallery as architectural or 

landscape gardening or gallery in sports) 

Some cases of ‘gallery’ can be specified, if we use 

another semantic relation, i.e. the domain-rela-

tion. In this case, the ‘gallery1’ could be associ-

ated with art and ‘gallery4’ with garden design 

etc. 

These test patterns indicate possible inconsisten-

cies, where vertical polysemy causes unjustified 

fine-grained senses or is otherwise problematic.   

6 Polysemy structures in wordnets 

In this section, we strive to capture a broader pic-

ture of the state of the wordnets in terms of verti-

cal polysemy affected by polysemic structures. 

For that reason, we highlight the most specific 

structures caused by vertical polysemy. In addi-

tion, we provide tables for wordnets that charac-

terize the structures of polysemy and describe the 

specificities that arise.  

Wordnets we are using here are shown in Table 1. 

6.1 Overview of the specific structures 

As mentioned before, when we were making prep-

arations to identify polysemy structures from se-

mantic hierarchies, we expected to find structures 

like the chain and the triangle or their combina-

tions. However, the results showed something dif-

ferent. These are structures that are not new in na-

ture but have not previously been reflected in the 

context of vertical polysemy. In this light, we rep-

resent these new ones as contribution to the poly-

semic structures shown in Figures 7 and 8, in par-

ticular with the structures shown in Figures 11 and 

12. 

Next five figures originate from four different 

wordnets. Every node label contains here only the 

term common in all nodes of its substructure and 

synonym set id. 

 

 
Figure 11: Multiple inheritance case caused by verti-

cal polysemy. Example from Odenet. (Farbe in Eng-

lish is ‘color’) 

The most basic structure here is the polysemy 

structure with multiple inheritance case (Figure 

11). Next one (Figure 12) is known as a shortcut. 

Here, it seems that to multiple inheritance struc-

ture one additional link is added. Next three (Fig-

ure 13, 14, 15) are shortcut structures with an ad-

ditional connection that cause the cycle. In Figure 

14 purely two shortcut structures are together with 

an additional link that again causes the cycle. 

 
Figure 12: Shortcut structure caused by vertical poly-

semy. Example from Chinese Open WordNet. (吃 in 

English is “eat”) 

 
Figure 13: Shortcut structure with cycle. Example 

from Gaelic Wordnet. (ith in English is “eat”) 



 
Figure 14: Shortcut structure with cycle. Example 

from Open Dutch Wordnet. (unie is “union”) 

 

Figure 15: Two shortcut structures with a cycle. Ex-

ample from Open Dutch Wordnet. (arbeider is 

“worker”) 

6.2 Statistics describing polysemy structures 

The statistical indicators give us a better under-

standing of the polysemy structures in wordnets.  

As mentioned before, cycles are a by-product 

of our results, which should be the primary goal 

of developers to eliminate. For this reason, we will 

not reflect them separately in the following tables. 

All rows in Tables 1 and 2 are ordered by alpha-

betically considering names of the wordnets. In 

particular columns, we represent three of the most 

extreme values in bold font. 

To get a better comparison base, we first give 

the number of hyponymy relations for each word-

net (Table 1). This will make it clear which word-

nets are richer in terms of vertical polysemy. Fig-

ure 16 shows the wordnets with the six highest 

proportion of hyponymy relations associated with 

vertical polysemy. Table 1 and Figure 16 show 

that although LSG has a relatively small number 

of hyponymy relations, this wordnet also has a rel-

atively high number of vertical polysemy relation-

ships. Compared to the three and four columns, 

we can see which dictionaries have the most var-

ied values in both columns. The more significant 

difference between these numbers refers to the 

fact that the vocabulary precedes more pairs of 

synonyms with more than one word with the same 

orthography. Here the biggest difference is be-

tween NTU-JPN numbers, after that LSG and in 

third position ODWN. 

 

Figure 16: Proportions of hyponymy relations associ-

ated with vertical polysemy 

Based on Table 1, two wordnet pairs show quite 

clearly how polysemic relations may vary in dif-

ferent languages. The first pair to consider is 

NTU-CMN, and the other is NTU-JPN. Both 

wordnets have exactly the same number of hyp-

onymy relations, but at least in terms of vertical 

polysemy, NTU-CMN is represented by a much 

higher number. Their similarity is that they have 

been developed in parallel. Another pair of similar 

comparisons is FinWN and plWN-eng.   FinWN 

has been compiled by translating PWN with the 

help of professional translators, however, FinWN 

is more diverse in terms of vertical polysemy.

Wordnet Language 

Nr of  

hyponymy 

relations 

Nr of hypon-

ymy rel.s re-

lated to VP4 

Nr of vertical 

polysemy re-

lations 

Nr of  

polysemy  

structures 

Unique 

synsets 

Odenet German 1 594 42 52 49 82 

EstWN Estonian 80 244 254 265 227 453 

FinWN Finnish 91 879 10 281 11 529 7 478 15 664 

LSG Irish 19 117 4 062 6 424 4 752 6 094 

NTU-CMN Chinese 89 376 9 806 13 112 9 314 15 001 
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Wordnet Language 

Nr of  

hyponymy 

relations 

Nr of hypon-

ymy rel.s re-

lated to VP4 

Nr of vertical 

polysemy re-

lations 

Nr of  

polysemy  

structures 

Unique 

synsets 

NTU-JPN Japanese 89 376 3 544 8 463 6 704 5 676 

ODWN Ducth 102 789 1 815 2 510 2 176 3 109 

OWN-PT Portuguese 8 577 4 4 4 8 

plWN Polish 201 706 1 743 1 854 1 696 3 252 

plWN-eng English 97 597 352 382 357 653 

TrWN Turkish 4 687 9 10 10 18 

Table 1: Statistical indicators related to vertical polysemy and polysemy structures 

 

In addition to Figure 16, we can also confirm the proportion of vertical polysemy in the second column 

of Table 2, which shows how many meanings a word may have among vertical polysemy relations. 

 

Wordnet 

Max nr of 

synsets for a 

term in  

vertical poly-

semy 

Nr of multiple in-

heritance cases 

with vertical poly-

semy 

Nr of 

shortcuts with  

vertical  

polysemy 

Max nr of re-

lations in a 

polysemy 

structure 

Nr of nodes in 

the longest 

chain if any 

(nr > 2) 

Odenet 4 2 0 3 – 

EstWN 9 0 0 4 3 

FinWN 33 4 1 20 4 

LSG 18 6 2 17 4 

NTU-CMN 21 7 1 16 4 

NTU-JPN 16 3 0 7 5 

ODWN 7 31 16 6 3 

OWN-PT 2 0 0 1 – 

plWN 11 96 0 7 3 

plWN-eng 7 0 0 6 3 

TrWN 2 0 0 1 – 

Table 2: Statistical indicators related polysemy structures, multiple inheritance and shortcut structures 

 

7 Conclusion 

The study of polysemy in wordnet semantic hier-

archies is essential because it is one of the central 

problems that needs to be considered in the case 

of distinctive NLP tasks that require semantic 

analysis. For this reason, we aimed to capture 

what polysemic structures occur in the wordnets 

uploaded to OMW. 

In more detail, we studied the Estonian Word-

net, where polysemy has been kept under the spot-

light for years. That is also the reason why its re-

sults were not as extreme as any other wordnets. 

However, we did find a couple of examples here, 

yet only one that needed correction. Thus in Esto-

nian Wordnet polysemy structures of auto-hypo-

nyms do not represent major problems of fine-

grained senses, only few cases are present. Many 

of the structures of polysemy are caused by the 

economy principles of languages, i.e. general 

meaning is transferred to a more specific meaning 

or to a domain terminology. Some auto-hypon-

ymy cases can be solved, if we introduced new se-

mantic relations to Estonian Wordnet, for exam-

ple the domain-relation. 

By studying eleven wordnets, we discovered 

some unexpected polysemic structures. These are 

structures that by their nature are not new, but are 

not previously presented as closed chunks caused 

by vertical polysemy (as substructures in the se-

mantic hierarchy). These polysemic structures 

are: 

 Multiple inheritance 

 Shortcut structure 

 The longest chain (path) 

These structures are unexpectedly frequent in 

many of the wordnets. The longest chain found 



had five vertices, longer than the four that have 

been previously discussed. 

The study of vertical polysemy relations in the 

11 different wordnet networks reveals the impact 

of the individual choices, as it is a choice of the 

lexicographer, how to organize the polysemic 

senses in the wordnet hierarchy (e.g. as a config-

uration of a sister structure or as two children in-

stead). This is the main reason behind the size of 

polysemic clusters in particular hierarchies. 

The code to discover and visualize these struc-

tures will be incorporated into the Open Multilin-

gual Wordnet, which can be accessed online or 

run on your own machine. 
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